SLIDE OUT SHELVES LLC
Making Your Life Easier

Slide Out Shelves
Pull Out Spice Racks
Pull Out Pantry Shelves
Trash Pull Outs
1-866-374-3583 Toll Free
623-937-0884 Metro PHX
928-458-7323 Prescott
Slideoutshelvesllc.com
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2 3/8” Tall Economy Shelf
Custom made for cabinet widths of 6” to 36”
100 lb weight capacity
Blum 3/4 Extension slides standard
Optional Full Extension Ball Bearing Slides
White Bottom Standard Optional Maple or Birch Bottoms

3 1/2” Tall
Available slanted sidewalls 3 1/2” Back 2 3/8” front
Taller walls allows better stacking
All shelves lmtd lifetime warranty
All shelves 1/2” Baltic Birch Sidewalls

4 7/8” Tall
Made for Pantries and other areas with tall items
All Shelves rated 100 lb weight capacity
White bottom standard Maple and Birch Optional

Slanted Sidewalls Are Great for Storing Different Height Items

Available in 3 1/2 , 4 7/8 and 7 3/8
Tapers to 2 3/8” in the front

7 3/8” Tall
Made for pantry cabinets

Sidecart

Bin Drawer

Made to miss P-trap

Dividers Approx 3” apart

Lower shelfs not included Full extension slide Recommended

Slideoutshelvesllc.com

Slideoutshelvesllc.com

MEASURING FOR PULL OUT SHELVES GUIDE AND MOUNTING STYLE GUIDE
3 EASY STEPS TO MEASURING FOR SLIDE OUT SHELVES
1. Determine which type of cabinet you have ( framed or faceless)
2. Determine which clear opening applies to the area you want to install the shelf in (see a, b & c)
3. Determine which mounting method you will use to mount your shelf
Take time to read other information on this page that explains other details about drawer slides and other product information. Prior to ordering, read the installation guide available at slideoutshelvesllc.com
If you have questions concerning how to properly measure your cabinet,, please contact or call us at: 866-374-3583 prior to ordering. We do
not employ a phone call center but can answer 1 or 2 quick questions
1. THERE ARE TWO BASIC TYPES OF CABINETS,
FRAMED AND FRAME-LESS
Framed Cabinets

Framed cabinets have a face frame usually made of a hardwood. When the doors of the cabinet are closed you can
still see the cabinet face frames around the doors and drawer fronts and usually you can see the hinges. The interior of the cabinet is wider
on both sides than the cabinet opening. The face frame usually extends into the opening about 3/4" or more. Framed cabinets are the traditional style of cabinets in the United States and they are found in more homes than the newer Euro style. Some newer cabinets are hybrids,
meaning they have a face frame but hidden hinges like the Euro style

"Euro" or Frame-less style"
Frameless cabinets do not have a face frame. The front edge of the cabinet sidewall is the front of the cabinet. When the doors and drawers
are closed they cover almost the entire cabinet. The hinges are totally concealed when the doors are closed. Euro style hinges are larger than
the traditional framed cabinet hinge and tend to interfere more with the cabinet opening. Frame less cabinets often use a 32mm hole system
for the hinge mounting and shelf support. The interior width is the same as the opening minus the door and hinge interference. Many newer
homes have frame less style cabinets. Frame less cabinets always have "side mount" mounting style.

2. Clear opening (the area required for the slide out shelf to slide through) is measured typically in three different ways, depending on your
cabinet style and hinge placement.
Opening (a) is typical for a middle cabinet installation and will not have door hinge interference. Measure this distance from frame to frame
on a face frame cabinet, and from inside wall to inside wall on frame less cabinets (open door and check if any part of the door edge protrudes
into the opening, subtract this amount if it does) Typical mounting style for frame-less cabinets in this area is side mount, see mounting definitions
Opening (b) is a base mount and because of the hinge protruding into the opening, the clear opening is measured from the edge of the hinge to
the other side
Opening ( c ) is a base mount and has two hinges protruding into the opening, in this case the measurement is from hinge to opposite hinge.

Clear Opening Fraction: This is the part of a whole, for example: if your clear opening is 8 3/8 wide then the clear opening fraction would be
3/8
Variance: if the hinges do not protrude more than 1/2" and are 2 3/4" or more above the cabinet floor, then they do not become a factor and the
measurement would be clear opening (a)
All pull out shelves are custom made in 1/8"widths, if you are in doubt always round down
Our Shelves are available with standard drawer slides which are 3/4 extension slides or Full Extension Ball Bearing slides with standard extension or soft close feature there are several mounting methods and hardware that make installing easier that are optional and explained below
Measuring Length:Measurement should be from cabinet back wall to cabinet front minus 1", Typical base cabinets will be 23-23 1/2" deep, in
this case, we recommend ordering a 22"long shelf

3. Mounting Definitions
SIDE MOUNT: With this style the drawer slides are mounted directly to the cabinet wall in frame-less cabinets. In face frame cabinets either
spacers or other methods to build out the cabinets inner walls to match the cabinet reveal on framed cabinets ( cabinet reveal is the distance
from the inside cabinet wall to the edge of the clear opening. This is typically 3/4"-1")
Base Mount :Drawer slides are mounted directly to either the base of the cabinet or to a full depth shelf with the use of Zinc L brackets.
Half Shelf Mount:Drawer slides are mounted onto the cabinets half shelf and into the face frame in the front.
Rear Socket Mount:Drawer slides are mounted to the back of the cabinet and to the face frame in front. When this option is chosen at time of
ordering, we will attach the drawer slides to the rear sockets and will arrive ready to install with screws provided. Rear socket have a
2"adjustment allowance, so a 22"deep shelf with rear sockets can be mounted inside of a cabinet up to 24"deep

Other
Drawer Slide Sizes:Drawer slides are in even increments so if a 19"long shelf is ordered then it will come with a 18" drawer slide, 21 with a
20"slide etc.
3/4 Extension Slides, extend the drawer 3/4 out ( a 22" slide will extend the drawer 16") and are only available up to 22", so if a 26" long
drawer is ordered with 3/4 extension slides, the slides will be 22" long maximum
Full Extension Slides extend the drawer fully out the length of the slide. Full extension slides are available up to 26" deep
Full Extension with Soft Close(available in 14-26" lengths) is a full extension slide with a gas cylinder that softly closes the drawer itself in the
last 1"of inward travel. These slides have to be installed properly or will not work as intended. If the slide is too tight it will not retract properly. Nice slide, but for confident installers
Rear Sockets, 3/4 extension rear sockets are a plastic nylon and subject to stress fractures, Full extension rear sockets are a zinc alloy and not
subject to stress fractures
Drawers are made 1" less than clear opening size to accommodate the drawer slides that according to drawer slide manufacturer specs must
have a 1/2" allowance on either side. Do not take the allowance into consideration as we will at time of production.
Note: If you are working with a faceless cabinet or any similar cabinet and are using base mount brackets, reduce your clear opening by 1/2"
to accommodate the base mount hardware. Faceless cabinets are typically side mount so we would not know to reduce for the hardware in this
situation More info can be found at slideoutshelvesllc.com

1-866-374-3583

When installing pull out sliding shelves with full extension slides it will be necessary to separate the drawer from the full extension slide
cabinet half at some stage. This is accomplished by sliding the cabinet component backwards until the release lever is exposed ( lever in
the middle of the slide) push up or down on the lever to separate the slide

If you have questions about installing your shelves call us at 866-374-3583 We do not employ a phone call center but can answer 1 or 2
quick questions

Installing your slide out shelves
Use the pull out shelf
The #1 tip on installing our pull out shelving is to let the roll out shelf be your guide for adjusting the drawer glides. There are points in
every method of installation that will be easiest to accomplish when you use the roll out shelf as your guide. The drawer glides that we use
have a control side and a free side. The right side glides are the control side, the track that the wheel rolls in is a captive side. The metal is
bent around the wheel and the wheel will only track in that groove. The left side glide is the free side that allows for adjustment of the assembly. It is very important to pay attention to the left side glide for any problems with glide alignment with your slide out shelves will
show up on the left side.
Existing Shelf
If you are mounting to an existing shelf you should check to make sure it is held securely in place. When the slide out shelf is extended, all
of the weight will be on the front of the existing shelf, and if the shelf is not supported with strong clips, there is a possibility the existing
shelf could beak down. It is also important to make sure the back of your shelf is secured down or else it will tip when the sliding shelf is
extended. We usually secure the back of the shelf by installing a screw on each side of the shelf either to the back wall or the back of the
side walls. We leave the head of the screw sticking out 1/4" or more just on top of the adjustable shelf so that the extended head keeps the
shelf from tipping. Make sure you do not put the screw through an exposed wall or cabinet back. Or you can secure the adjustable shelf in
the back with a 1/4 piece of plywood cut 1" wide.

Base Mount Installation
The simplest installation method is when mounting the slide out shelf to the cabinet base or an existing full depth shelf. If you order your
slide out shelf with the Base Mount (BM) the drawer slides will come with two L brackets for each side.
See the corresponding video for attaching the L Brackets

Set the glides in place in your cabinet with the wheels facing towards the front, the glides are marked CR and CL

Then set your slide out shelf with the front tipped up slightly in place by lifting the wheels at the rear of the shelf over the wheels on the
front of the cabinet glides. Slide the shelf slowly all the way inside the cabinet. If the left side glide comes out of place you can slip it back
into

position without removing the shelf. Align the shelf in the cabinet and make sure the front of the CL and CR glides are lined up with the front of
the existing or base shelf. Put a slight downward pressure on the shelf and extend it far enough to expose the rear brackets.

Install a screw in the right to left slotted hole closest to the slide member and tighten. You can now close the shelf again and re-check your alignment. Repeat the process for the other side and then again for the front of the glides.

If the glides move while installing you can simply close the shelf and re-align them. When you have one screw in each bracket you can open and
close the shelf a few times and check the adjustment looking at the left side glide and paying attention to the front alignment. There should be
about 1/16" to 1/8" of play in the glides. If the glide is too tight or too loose simply loosen the screw in one of the brackets (front or rear whichever needs adjustment) and move the bracket the correct direction and tighten. Remember to pay careful attention to the left side glide if the gap is
too large in the rear the shelf will roll great but as soon as you add weight you will get a bump when you slide it out and the shelf may come completely off the tracks when pushed back in. If the shelf is tight, you can tell which rear bracket needs to be moved outward by tapping on the front
of the slide out shelf, which either side has movement, the opposite rear bracket is the one to move outward.
After you have the shelf adjusted correctly you need to add a second screw in each bracket using the center hole to lock the slide in place.
Note: When Base Mount is ordered you will receive two 2 screws per bracket, even though the brackets have 5 holes, only two are required.

If installing with other mounting methods please refer to our measuring and installation guides on our website
https://www.slideoutshelvesllc.com/measuring-guide
https://www.slideoutshelvesllc.com/installation-guide

Videos
https://www.slideoutshelvesllc.com/bVideos-b_ep_46.html
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Slide out shelves llc is a family ran business that has been producing shelves since 2006

We are more than just a sliding shelf manufacturer we also have a full custom cabinet shop so we
understand exactly how shelves and drawers fit into a cabinet properly.
We also understand the stresses that a cabinet and countertop endures. We take pride in answering
the question of: Can you cut the stile on my cabinets so I can have a wider shelf
The answer to this question is always: Yes we can
Whether you do it yourself or not the risk involves weakening the cabinets when you take out the
stile which leaves a very wide opening that is not conducive to loads.
Another thing to consider with these wide drawers is the racking that wears on the drawer slides
that will not be warrantied

Slide Out Shelves LLC
Corporate Office
2675 N State Route 89
Chino Valley Arizona 86323

